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PLEASE	
  NOTE:	
  For	
  the	
  Common	
  Good	
  
Activity	
  
In	
  the	
  introduction	
  the	
  authors	
  say	
  water	
  is	
  
a	
  renewable	
  resource.	
  It	
  is	
  very	
  important	
  
to	
  note	
  that	
  there	
  is	
  a	
  set	
  amount	
  of	
  water	
  
on	
  the	
  planet	
  so	
  it	
  is	
  Sinite.	
  Because	
  water	
  
is	
  recycled	
  indeSinitely	
  in	
  the	
  water	
  cycle	
  it	
  
has	
  often	
  been	
  thought	
  to	
  be	
  renewable.	
  
However	
  human	
  overconsumption	
  and	
  
diversion	
  can	
  deplete	
  water	
  from	
  a	
  
watershed.	
  This	
  is	
  happening	
  around	
  the	
  
world.	
  The	
  Aral	
  Sea	
  is	
  just	
  one	
  example.	
  
Saudi	
  Arabia	
  has	
  depleted	
  their	
  
groundwater	
  and	
  it	
  won’t	
  be	
  back	
  because	
  
it	
  was	
  stored	
  water	
  that	
  has	
  been	
  there	
  for	
  
millions	
  of	
  years.	
  Many	
  rivers	
  and	
  lakes	
  
around	
  the	
  world	
  have	
  dried	
  up	
  due	
  to	
  
overconsumption	
  and	
  diversion.	
  To	
  ensure	
  
water	
  will	
  be	
  available	
  for	
  future	
  
generations,	
  it	
  is	
  important	
  for	
  people	
  to	
  
use	
  it	
  cooperatively	
  and	
  not	
  to	
  sacriSice	
  
long-‐term	
  gain	
  for	
  short-‐term	
  proSits.	
  

The accompanying lessons are
dated but still exceptional. Please
note that the size of the Aral Sea
has continued to shrink
considerably more than stated in
these lessons. Have students
research the current size of the Aral
Sea and the Great Lakes and
compare their values with those
stated in these lessons.
1. Lessons include:
Hemispheres The International
Outreach Consortium at the
University of Texas at Austin People and Place Curriculum
Resources on HumanEnvironmental Interactions
Assessment	
  Evidence
1. Fish	
  or	
  cotton?	
  Role-‐playing	
  
activity	
  in	
  which	
  students	
  take	
  on	
  
the	
  roles	
  of	
  citizens	
  whose	
  lives	
  
have	
  been	
  affected	
  by	
  the	
  Aral	
  Sea	
  
and	
  discuss	
  the	
  impact	
  the	
  changes	
  
in	
  the	
  sea	
  level	
  have	
  had	
  on	
  them.
2. For	
  the	
  Common	
  Good
3. Introduction	
  to	
  the	
  Aral	
  Sea	
  reading	
  
and	
  comprehension
4. The	
  Disappearing	
  Sea:	
  Maps	
  of	
  the	
  
Aral	
  Sea	
  1960	
  and	
  2000
5. How	
  Great	
  Are	
  the	
  Great	
  Lakes
6. Where	
  Has	
  All	
  the	
  Water	
  Gone?
Water lessons from
National Geographic
• What Happened to the Aral Sea?

These	
  lessons	
  will	
  help	
  your	
  students	
  
understand	
  the	
  interrelationships	
  between	
  
lakes	
  and	
  rivers.	
  By	
  studying	
  the	
  changes	
  in	
  
the	
  Aral	
  Sea,	
  they	
  will	
  understand	
  that:
1. Lakes	
  are	
  affected	
  by	
  both	
  the	
  
quantity	
  and	
  quality	
  of	
  water	
  that	
  
Slows	
  into	
  them	
  from	
  rivers;
2. Damming	
  or	
  diverting	
  rivers,	
  for	
  
irrigation	
  and	
  other	
  purposes	
  can	
  
have	
  a	
  signiSicant	
  impact	
  on	
  the	
  size	
  
and	
  water	
  quality	
  of	
  lakes
3. The	
  negative	
  effects	
  (including	
  
environmental,	
  social,	
  economic	
  and	
  
health	
  of	
  disappearing	
  natural	
  
resources	
  are	
  varied	
  and	
  complex
4. Water	
  is	
  not	
  an	
  inSinite	
  resource	
  and	
  
must	
  be	
  consumed	
  sustainably

• The Aral Sea Then and Now
• Earth’s Water Cycle
Also included are NASA
illustrations showing maps compiled
from GRACE data.
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ɨJT DBTF TUVEZ XJMM IFMQ ZPVS TUVEFOUT VOEFSTUBOE UIF JOUFSSFMBUJPOTIJQT CFUXFFO MBLFT BOE SJWFST
#ZTUVEZJOHUIFDIBOHFTJOUIF"SBM4FB UIFZXJMMVOEFSTUBOEUIBU  MBLFTBSFBĊFDUFECZCPUIUIF
RVBOUJUZBOEUIFRVBMJUZPGXBUFSUIBUnPXTJOUPUIFNGSPNSJWFST  EBNNJOHPSEJWFSUJOHSJWFST GPS
JSSJHBUJPOBOEPUIFSQVSQPTFT DBOIBWFBTJHOJmDBOUJNQBDUPOUIFTJ[FBOEXBUFSRVBMJUZPGMBLFT  
UIFOFHBUJWFFĊFDUT JODMVEJOHFOWJSPONFOUBM TPDJBM FDPOPNJD BOEIFBMUI PGEJTBQQFBSJOHOBUVSBM
SFTPVSDFT BSF WBSJFE BOE DPNQMFY BOE   XBUFS JT OPU BO JOmOJUF SFTPVSDF BOE NVTU CF NBOBHFE
DBSFGVMMZ
$66(660(17(9,'(1&(
'JTIPSDPUUPO 3PMFQMBZJOHBDUJWJUZJOXIJDITUVEFOUTUBLFPOUIFSPMFTPGDJUJ[FOTXIPTFMJWFTIBWF
CFFOBĊFDUFECZUIF"SBM4FBBOEEJTDVTTUIFJNQBDUUIFDIBOHFTJOUIFTFBMFWFMIBWFIBEPOUIFN
-&"3/*/("$5*7*5*&4
t  'PS UIF $PNNPO (PPE XJMM FOBCMF TUVEFOUT UP VOEFSTUBOE UIF DPODFQU UIBU DPOTFOTVT  BOE
DPPQFSBUJPO SBUIFSUIBOJOEJWJEVBMJTUJDBQQSPBDIFT IBWFCFUUFSSFTVMUTXIFOVTJOHSFTPVSDFT
t8JUIUIF*OUSPEVDUJPOUPUIF"SBM4FBSFBEJOHBOEDPNQSFIFOTJPOXPSLTIFFU TUVEFOUTXJMMMFBSO
UIFOBNFTPGUIFDPVOUSJFTUIBUCPSEFSUIF"SBM4FB XIBUBDUJWJUJFTIBWFMFEUPUIFSFEVDUJPOJO
XBUFSnPXJOUPUIF"SBM4FB BOETPNFPGUIFDPOTFRVFODFT
tǲF%JTBQQFBSJOH4FB.BQTPGUIF"SBM4FBǲFOBOE/PXTIPXTUIFDIBOHFTCFUXFFOBOE
'PSBTUSPOHFSWJTVBM USBDFUIFPVUMJOFTPOUSBOTQBSFODJFTBOEQSPKFDUUIFJNBHF UIFO
PWFSMBZUIFJNBHF4BUFMMJUFJNBHFTBMTPTIPXUIFTJHOJmDBOUDIBOHFTJOUIFTFB
tɨF)PX(SFBU"SFUIF(SFBU-BLFT HSBQIJOHBDUJWJUZDPNQBSFTUIFTJ[FPGUIF"SBM4FBXJUIUIBU
PGUIF(SFBU-BLFT4UVEFOUTDBOBMTPEPSFTFBSDIPOUIFTJ[FPGMBLFTOFBSUIFJSUPXOPSDJUZUP
JODMVEFJOUIFHSBQI
tɨF8IFSF)BT"MMUIF8BUFS(POF SFBEJOHBOEHSBQIJOHBDUJWJUZXJMMTIPXTUVEFOUTIPXBEFDSFBTF
PGJOnPXIBTDBVTFEUIFCBMBODFPGXBUFSJOUIF"SBM4FBUPDIBOHF8JUIUIFBJEPGUIFUFBDIFS 
TUVEFOUTDBOCSBJOTUPSNXBZTJOXIJDInPXUPUIF"SBM4FBDPVMECFJODSFBTFE TPNFPQUJPOT
SFEVDFUIFBNPVOUPGMBOEVOEFSDVMUJWBUJPO DIBOHFDSPQDIPJDFUPPOFUIBUSFRVJSFTMFTTXBUFS 
NBLFTVSFXBUFSVTFEGPSJSSJHBUJPOJTOUXBTUFE<MJOFDBOBMCPUUPNTTPXBUFSEPFTOUTJOLJOUPUIF
HSPVOECFGPSFJUHFUTUPUIFmFMET DPWFSDBOBMTUPMJNJUFWBQPSBUJPO> SFVTFXBTUFXBUFS FUD 
tǲF"SBM4FBJOUIF/FXTJODMVEFTFYDFSQUTGSPNOFXTBSUJDMFTBOEDPNNFOUBSZBCPVUUIFXBZTJO
XIJDIUIFESZJOHVQPGUIF"SBM4FBIBTBĊFDUFEMPDBMQPQVMBUJPOTXIPVTFEUPEFQFOEPOUIFTFB
GPSUIFJSMJWFMJIPPET BOEWBSJPVTQPTTJCMFTPMVUJPOTUPUIFDPOUJOVJOHQSPCMFN
t'VSUIFS*OGPSNBUJPODPOUBJOTMJOLTUPPUIFSTPVSDFTPGJOGPSNBUJPOGPSGVSUIFSSFTFBSDI
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UPLFOTQFSTUVEFOUTIPVMECFBWBJMBCMFBMUPHFUIFS
)BSEDBOEJFT TUJDLFST PSTPNFUIJOHUIFTUVEFOUTWBMVFIJHIMZ
4UPQXBUDIPSXBUDIXJUIBTFDPOEIBOE
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  $PVOUPVU CVUEPOPUEJTUSJCVUF DIJQTGPSFBDITUVEFOUQMBZJOHUIFHBNF1VUPOFGPVSUI
PGUIFNJOBTFQBSBUFQJMF
  4FBUUIFTUVEFOUTJOBDJSDMF
  *OUIFDFOUFSPGUIFDJSDMF QMBDFUIFQJMFDPNQSJTJOHPOFGPVSUIPGBMMUIFDIJQT'PSFYBNQMF 
JGZPVIBWFTUVEFOUT ZPVVTFDIJQTBOECFHJOXJUIJOUIFDFOUFS
  3FBEUIFGPMMPXJOHSVMFTUXJDFUPUIFTUVEFOUT
3VMFT
  ɨFDIJQTCFMPOHUPBMMPGZPV
  .VTJDXJMMCFQMBZFE BOEXIJMFJUJTQMBZJOH FWFSZCPEZNBZUBLFDIJQTPVUPGUIFQPPMPGDIJQT
JOUIFDFOUFS
  :PVNBZUSBEFJODIJQTGPSBQJFDFPGDBOEZ PSTUJDLFS 
  "TTPPOBTUIFNVTJDTUPQT *XJMMEPVCMFUIFOVNCFSPGDIJQTMFGUJOUIFQPPMBUUIBUUJNF BOE
UIFODPOUJOVFUIFHBNF
  ɨFSFXJMMOFWFS IPXFWFS CFNPSFDIJQTJOUIFQPPMUIBOUIFSFBSFBUUIFTUBSUPGUIFHBNFUIJT
JTUIFNBYJNVNOVNCFSPGDIJQTUIFQPPMDBOIPME
  :PVNBZOPUUBMLUPBOZPOFEVSJOHUIFHBNF
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SVMFTBSFUIFPOMZJOTUSVDUJPOTUIFQMBZFSTHFU
ɨFQMBZFSTXJMMNPTUMJLFMZFNQUZUIFQPPMBUUIFTUBSUPGUIFHBNF1PJOUPVUUIBU BTJUTJNQPTTJCMF
UPEPVCMF[FSP UIFHBNFJTPWFS"TLJGUIFZEMJLFUPUSZBHBJO&BDITUVEFOUNVTUSFUVSOBMMPGIJTIFS
DIJQTUPUIFQPPM
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TFFNUIBUEJĊFSJOHBUUJUVEFTXFSFCFIJOEUIFEJĊFSFOUXBZTZPVQMBZFEUIFHBNF 8IZEJE
TPNFQMBZFSTUBLFBTNBOZDIJQTBTUIFZDPVMEBOEPUIFSTMFGUTPNFCFIJOE )PXEJEUIJTNBLF
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8IBUTPSUPGBUUJUVEFEPXFOFFEUPIBWFUPBDIJFWFUIFHPBMPGUIFHSFBUFTUCFOFmUGPSBMM
4PVSDF1FPQMFBOEUIF1MBOFU-FTTPOTGPSB4VTUBJOBCMF'VUVSF8BTIJOHUPO %$;FSP1PQVMBUJPO(SPXUI 
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*OUSPEVDUJPOUPUIF"SBM4FB
ɨF"SBM4FBJTNPSFUIBONJMMJPOZFBSTPMEBOEXBTPODFUIFGPVSUIMBSHFTUMBLFJOUIFXPSME'FE
CZUXPNJHIUZSJWFST UIF"NV%BSZBBOEUIF4ZS%BSZB JUTFFNFEBMJNJUMFTTTPVSDFPGXBUFS+VTU
ZFBSTBHPJUXBTNPSFUIBONJMFTMPOHBOEBMNPTUNJMFTXJEF4JODFUIFO UIFMBLFIBTTISVOL
UPJUTPSJHJOBMDBQBDJUZ)PXDPVMEUIJTIBQQFO
*OUIFT UIF4PWJFU6OJPO PGXIJDI,B[BLITUBOBOE6[CFLJTUBOXFSFBQBSU EFDJEFEUPJODSFBTF
BHSJDVMUVSFJOUIFSFHJPO$PUUPOXBTDIPTFOBTUIFNBKPSDSPQɨFHFOFSBMDMJNBUFPG$FOUSBM"TJB
JTESZ BSJE BOEJUXBTOFDFTTBSZUPJSSJHBUFUIFmFMET UIFSFGPSFXBUFSXBTUBLFOGSPNUIF"NV%BSZB
BOEUIF4ZS%BSZBSJWFSTɨFTFSJWFSTCFHJOJOUIFNPVOUBJOTPG,ZSHJ[TUBOBOE5BKJLJTUBOBOEnPX
UISPVHIQBSUTPG5VSLNFOJTUBO 6[CFLJTUBO ,BSBLBMQBLTUBO BOJOEFQFOEFOUSFHJPOPG6[CFLJTUBO 
BOE,B[BLITUBO
4PNFFYQFSUTQSFEJDUFEUIBUEJWFSUJOHXBUFSGSPNUIFSJWFSTXPVMEDBVTFUIFMFWFMPGUIF"SBM4FBUPHP
EPXO CVUPUIFSTTBJEUIBUJUXPVMECFBNPSFQSPEVDUJWFVTFPGXBUFSBOEMBOEUPIBWFJSSJHBUFEmFMET
BOEBQSPEVDUUIBUDPVMECFTPME*OGBDU DPUUPOQSPEVDUJPOXBTWFSZTVDDFTTGVM BOESFNBJOTPOFPG
6[CFLJTUBOTMBSHFTUFYQPSUQSPEVDUT)PXFWFS UIFNFUIPETPGJSSJHBUJPO JODMVEJOHVOMJOFEDBOBMT
BOEQPPSESBJOBHF MFEUPXBUFSXBTUBHF0WFSVTFPGQFTUJDJEFTBOEGFSUJMJ[FSTPOUIFmFMETQPMMVUFEUIF
HSPVOEXBUFS"HSJDVMUVSBMEFWFMPQNFOUMFEUPQPQVMBUJPOJODSFBTFT BTNPSFQFPQMFXFSFOFFEFEUP
XPSLUIFmFMET.PSFQFPQMFNFBOUZFUNPSFXBUFSVTBHF#FUXFFOBOE UIFXBUFSnPXJOH
JOUPUIF"SBM4FBXBTSFEVDFECZCZOPXJUIBTCFFOSFEVDFEBMNPTU
ɨFDVSSFOUTUBUFPGUIF"SBM4FBJTDSJUJDBM"TMFTTBOEMFTTXBUFSnPXTJOUPUIFTFB UIFMFWFMPGUIFTFB
IBTESPQQFE UIFPWFSBMMWPMVNFIBTEFDSFBTFE BOEUIFTIPSFMJOFIBTSFDFEFE5PXOTUIBUPODFTUPPE
POUIFDPBTUBSFOPXNPSFUIBOLJMPNFUFSTGSPNUIFTFB-BOEUIBUVTFEUPCFVOEFSXBUFSJTOPX
FYQPTFEUPUIFBJS BOEXJOECMPXTTVSGBDFNJOFSBMTGPSNJMFTɨFNJOFSBMTJOUIFXBUFSBSFNPSF
DPODFOUSBUFEBOETBMUDPOUFOU TBMJOJUZ IBTJODSFBTFE LJMMJOHNPTUmTIBOEXJMEMJGF'PSEFDBEFT
UIFNBKPSDPVOUSJFTBĊFDUFECZUIFEFTFSUJmDBUJPOPGUIF"SBM4FBBOEUIFSJWFSTUIBUnPXJOUPJUIBWF
CFFOEJTDVTTJOHXBZTUPCFUUFSNBOBHFXBUFSVTFɨFJSEJTDVTTJPOTDPOUJOVFUPEBZ
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3VTTJBOFYQMPSFSTJOBOE/PUFUIBUJUJTB
MBSHFTFBXJUIBOVNCFSPGTNBMMJTMBOET
4PVSDFi4VSWFZPGUIF4FBPG"SBMCZ$PNNBOEFS"#VUBLPĊ *NQFSJBM3VTTJBO/BWZ wGSPN
UIF+PVSOBMPGUIF3PZBM(FPHSBQIJDBM4PDJFUZ 7PM UPBDDPNQBOZi4VSWFZPGUIF4FBPG"SBMwCZ
$PNNBOEFS"MFYFZ#VUBLPĊ1FSSZ$BTUB×FEB-JCSBSZ.BQ$PMMFDUJPO 6OJWFSTJUZPG5FYBTBU"VTUJO IUUQ
XXXMJCVUFYBTFEVNBQTIJTUPSJDBMBSBM@KQH
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IUUQXXXEFTFSUOFUEFBSBMTFBHJG

ɨFTFQIPUPHSBQIT
XFSFUBLFOCZTBUFMMJUF
JOBOE
7P[SP[IEFOJZF*TMBOE
VTFEUPCFVTFEBT
BTFDSFUNJMJUBSZ
XFBQPOTUFTUJOH
CBTFCFDBVTFJUXBT
JOBDDFTTJCMFBOEFBTZ
UPQSPUFDU
4PVSDF/"4"T&BSUI
0CTFSWBUPSZ IUUQ
FBSUIPCTFSWBUPSZ
OBTBHPW/FXTSPPN
/FX*NBHFTJNBHFT
QIQ JNH@JE
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)PX(SFBU"SFUIF(SFBU-BLFT
*OPSEFSUPCFUUFSVOEFSTUBOEUIFNBHOJUVEFPGUIFDIBOHFTUBLJOHQMBDFJOUIF"SBM4FB UBLFBMPPLBU
TPNFMBSHFCPEJFTPGXBUFSIFSFJOUIF6OJUFE4UBUFTUIF(SFBU-BLFT
ɨF(SFBU-BLFTBSFBTFSJFTPGmWFMBLFTJO/PSUI"NFSJDBUIBUBSFMPDBUFEJOCPUIUIF6OJUFE
4UBUFTBOE$BOBEBɨF(SFBU-BLFTIPMEPGUIFXPSMETGSFTIXBUFSɨF(SFBU-BLFT UPP BSF
GBDJOHDIBMMFOHFTJOUFSNTPGXBUFSEJWFSTJPO BMUIPVHIUIFJSMFWFMTDIBOHFNVDIMFTTBOEUIFZBSF
OPUUISFBUFOFEXJUIEFTUSVDUJPOɨF(SFBU-BLFTBMTPIBWFQSPCMFNTTVDIBTQPMMVUJPOBOEJOWBTJWF
TQFDJFT OPOOBUJWFQMBOUTPSBOJNBMTUIBUDBODIBOHFUIFFDPTZTUFN 8IJMFFBDITUBUFBOEDPVOUSZ
IBTJUTPXOJOUFSFTUTJOUIF(SFBU-BLFT NBOZMPDBMPSHBOJ[BUJPOTNPOJUPSUIFJSTUBUVT BOEUIF(SFBU
-BLFT*OGPSNBUJPO/FUXPSL (-*/ JTBQBSUOFSTIJQUIBUQSPWJEFTBOPOMJOFSFTPVSDFGPSQFPQMFUP
mOEJOGPSNBUJPOPOUIF(SFBU-BLFTo4U-BXSFODFSFHJPOPG/PSUI"NFSJDB

4PVSDF(SFBU-BLFT*OGPSNBUJPO/FUXPSL IUUQXXXHSFBUMBLFTOFUMBLFT 3FQSJOUFEXJUIQFSNJTTJPO

$PNQSFIFOTJPO&YFSDJTFT
-PPLJOBOBUMBTGPSBNPSFEFUBJMFENBQPGUIF(SFBU-BLFTXJUIDJUJFTJOEJDBUFE
 8IBUDPVOUSJFTTVSSPVOEUIF(SFBU-BLFT 8IJDI64TUBUFTBSFJOUIF(SFBU-BLFTXBUFSTIFE
 8IBUDIBMMFOHFTBOEQSPCMFNTEPUIF(SFBU-BLFTGBDF
 "SFUIF(SFBU-BLFTTBMUZPSGSFTI
 8IFSFEPFTUIFXBUFSJOUIF(SFBU-BLFTDPNFGSPN
 /BNFNBKPSDJUJFTOFBSUIF(SFBU-BLFT
 -PPLBUBNBQPGZPVSTUBUFBOEEFUFSNJOFUIFMBSHFTUCPEZPGXBUFS8IBUSFMBUJPOTIJQEPFT
ZPVSUPXOPSDJUZIBWFXJUIUIBUXBUFS SFDSFBUJPOBSFB SFTFSWPJSGFFEFSGPSESJOLJOHXBUFS XJMEMJGF
IBCJUBU FUD 8IBUJTUIFTPVSDFPGJUTXBUFSTVQQMZ VOEFSHSPVOETQSJOH SJWFS NPVOUBJOTOPX
SVOPą
 #SBJOTUPSNTPNFCVTJOFTTFTUIBUNJHIUCFBTTPDJBUFEXJUIUIBUCPEZPGXBUFS CPBUSFOUBM CFBDI
TJEFSFTUBVSBOU JDFDSFBNTUBOE QBSLJOHMPU OBUVSFUPVSTFSWJDF 8IBUEPZPVUIJOLXPVMEIBQQFOUP
UIPTFCVTJOFTTFTJGUIFSJWFSESJFEVQPSUIFMBLFTIPSFNPWFEGBSUIFSBXBZ


7KH$UDO6HD &HQWUDO$VLD
/BNF

ɧF"SBM4FBBOEUIF(SFBU-BLFT
(SBQI"DUJWJUZ

8VLQJWKHLQIRUPDWLRQEHORZFUHDWHDEDUJUDSKVKRZLQJWKHDUHDRIWKH$UDO6HDLQWKH
$UDO6HDWRGD\DQGWKH*UHDW/DNHVWRGD\
-FOHUI
#SFBEUI
"SFB
7PMVNF
LN
LN
TRLN
LN
"SBM4FB


 
 
-BLF4VQFSJPS


 
 
-BLF.JDIJHBO


 
 
-BLF)VSPO


 
 
-BLF&SJF


 

-BLF0OUBSJP


 
 
"SBM4FB
/PXUXPTFQBSBUFCBTJOT
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4PVSDF(SFBU-BLFTJOGPSNBUJPO IUUQXXXFQBHPWHMOQPBUMBTHMGBDUIUNM

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

"SBM


4VQFSJPS

.JDIJHBO

)VSPO

&SJF

$PNQSFIFOTJPO&YFSDJTFT
  8IJDIMBLFJTUIFMBSHFTU 4NBMMFTU
  )PXIBTUIFBSFBPGUIF"SBM4FBDIBOHFEJOUIFQBTUZFBST
  8IBUNJHIUCFUIFFĊFDUTPO$IJDBHPJG-BLF.JDIJHBOTISBOLCZ



0OUBSJP

"SBM
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ɧF"SBM4FBBOEUIF(SFBU-BLFT
(SBQI"DUJWJUZ DPOU
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"SFBJTKVTUPOFPGNBOZXBZTCZXIJDIMBLFTDBOCFDPNQBSFE6TJOHUIFJOGPSNBUJPOPOUIF
QSFWJPVTQBHF DSFBUFBHSBQITIPXJOHUIFWPMVNFPGUIFMBLFTɨFOBOTXFSUIFRVFTUJPOTCFMPX

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



"SBM


4VQFSJPS

.JDIJHBO

)VSPO

&SJF

0OUBSJP

"SBM


$PNQSFIFOTJPO&YFSDJTFT
  -JTUUIFMBLFTJOPSEFSGSPNMBSHFTUUPTNBMMFTU"SFUIFZJOUIFTBNFPSEFSBTXIFOZPVDPNQBSFE
UIFNCZBSFB 
  8IZNJHIUBMBLFIBWFBTNBMMFSTVSGBDFBSFB CVUBMBSHFSWPMVNF
  )PXXPVMEBSFEVDUJPOJOXBUFSWPMVNFBĊFDUBEFFQTFB )PXXPVMEJUBĊFDUBTIBMMPXTFB



7KH$UDO6HD &HQWUDO$VLD
/BNF

8IFSF)BT"MMUIF8BUFS(POF

ɨF"SBM4FBSFDFJWFTXBUFSGSPNUISFFTPVSDFTUIF"NV%BSZB3JWFS UIF4ZS%BSZB3JWFS BOE
SBJOGBMM QSFDJQJUBUJPO ɨFTFBIBTOPPVUnPX OPSJWFSTXIJDInPXPVUPGJU TPUIFPOMZOBUVSBM
XBUFSMPTTDPNFTGSPNFWBQPSBUJPO*OBQQSPYJNBUFMZNJMMJPOIFDUBSFTPGMBOEJOUIFBSFB
XFSFVOEFSDVMUJWBUJPO#FGPSF UIFMFWFMPGUIF"SBM4FBXBTNPSFPSMFTTTUBCMF)PXFWFS 
JOUIFTXIFOQMBOOFSTEFDJEFEUPJODSFBTFUIFBSFBPGDPUUPODVMUJWBUJPO DBOBMTXFSFCVJMUUP
SFEJSFDUXBUFSGSPNUIFSJWFSTBOEJOUPUIFmFMET"TEFNBOEGPSDPUUPOFYQPSUTJODSFBTFE NPSFMBOE
XBTVTFE NPSFXBUFSXBTEJWFSUFE BOEMFTTXBUFSnPXFEJOUPUIFTFB#FUXFFOBOE 
NPSFUIBONJMMJPOBEEJUJPOBMIFDUBSFTPGMBOEXFSFQVUVOEFSDVMUJWBUJPO FTTFOUJBMMZEPVCMJOHUIF
JSSJHBUFEUFSSJUPSZBOEUIFBNPVOUPGXBUFSUBLFOPVUPGUIFSJWFST0OFPGUIFMPOHFTUJSSJHBUJPO
DBOBMTJTUIF,BSBLVN$BOBM XIJDIHPFTGSPNUIF"NV%BSZBUPXBSETUIFXFTUBCPVULN 
JOUPUIF,BSBLVN%FTFSU
-PPLBUUIFUBCMFCFMPXBOEDSFBUFBMJOFHSBQITIPXJOHUIFEFDSFBTFPGJOnPXJOUPUIF"SBM4FBGSPN
o
1FSJPE




3JWFSJOnPX
LN




1SFDJQJUBUJPO
LN




5PUBMJOnPX
LN




&WBQPSBUJPOMPTT
LN
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BCMFTUBUJTUJDTɨF$FOUFSGPS*OUFSOBUJPOBM&BSUI4DJFODF*OGPSNBUJPO/FUXPSL $*&4*/ IUUQXXXDJFTJO
PSHEPDTIUNM














$PNQSFIFOTJPO&YFSDJTFT
  )PXNVDIBOOVBMJOnPX LN JTOFFEFEUPLFFQUIFMFWFMPGUIF"SBM4FBGSPNTISJOLJOHBOZ
GVSUIFS 
  #SBJOTUPSNXBZTUIBUJOnPXDBOCFJODSFBTFE



7KH$UDO6HD &HQWUDO$VLD

ɧF"SBM4FBJOUIF/FXT
3FBEJOH
i*O BSJE BSFBT  XBUFS JT BO JOWBMVBCMF HJGU PG OBUVSF  "MM PG MJGF EFQFOET PO XBUFSMJGF DPNFT UP B
IBMUXIFSFXBUFSIBTWBOJTIFE"OEXBUFSSFTPVSDFTJO$FOUSBM"TJBBSFFYUSFNFMZMJNJUFE*UJTOPU
TVSQSJTJOHUIBUOPXBEBZTBMMUIFXBUFSSFTPVSDFTPGUIF"SBM4FBCBTJOSFHJPO<y>BSFGVMMZDPOTVNFE
CZUIFOBUJPOBMFDPOPNJFT#FDBVTFUIFXBUFSTIFEGPSUIFSFHJPOJTNPTUMZMPDBUFEJOUIFNPVOUBJOTPG
,ZSHZ[TUBOBOE5BKJLJTUBO BOENPTUPGUIFXBUFSSFTPVSDFTBSFVTFEGPSJSSJHBUJPOCZUIF$FOUSBM"TJBO
SFQVCMJDT JUJTOFDFTTBSZUPIBWFKPJOUBOEDPPSEJOBUFENBOBHFNFOUPGUIFMJNJUFEXBUFSSFTPVSDFTPG
UIFFOUJSF"SBM4FBCBTJOSFHJPOJOUIFJOUFSFTUTPGBMMUIFTUBUFTPGUIFSFHJPOɨJTNBOBHFNFOUNVTU
BMTPNFFUFDPMPHJDBMSFRVJSFNFOUTUPQSPWJEFXBUFSUPUIFSJWFSTEFMUBBOEUPUIF"SBM4FBJUTFMGw
&YDFSQUFEGSPN*TMBN,BSJNPW6[CFLJTUBOPOUIFǲSFTIPMEPGUIF5XFOUZ'JSTU$FOUVSZ4VSSFZ$VS[PO


3FBEJOH,B[BLImTIJOHQPSUIBVOUFECZHIPTUPGEZJOHTFB
"3"-4,  "SBMTL JT UIF UPXO UIBU UJNF GPSHPU %JMBQJEBUFE GBDUPSJFT TUBOE TJMFOU BOE DSVNCMJOH
3VTUZDSBOFTMPPNPWFSBCMFBLMBOETDBQF XIJDIJTMJUUFSFEXJUIGSBHNFOUTPGCSPLFOBOEBCBOEPOFE
NBDIJOFSZ
*UT QPSU  PODF UIF QSJEF BOE KPZ PG JUT SFTJEFOUT  JT ESZ BOE FNQUZ /P mTI  DBSHPFT PS CPBUT DPNF
UISPVHIIFSFBOZNPSF'JTIFSNFOBSFBOFOEBOHFSFETQFDJFT*UJTPOMZUIFFFSJF SVTUJOHIVMLTPGTIJQT
BOEUIFTBMUFODSVTUFEFBSUIUIBUBSFUFTUBNFOUUPBTFBUIBUPODFMBQQFEBUUIFWFSZFEHFTPGUIFUPXO
1FPQMFJO"SBMTLTBZJUIBTCFFONPSFUIBOZFBSTTJODFUIFZDPVMETFFUIF"SBM4FB BOEOPXUIFPODF
UISJWJOHQPSUSFTFNCMFTOPUIJOHNPSFUIBOBIVHF SVCCJTITUSFXOTBOEQJU
&ORVJSJFTBTUPUIFXIFSFBCPVUTPGUIFXBUFSBSFUSFBUFEMJLFBCBEKPLFiɨFTFB 8IBUTFB 8FEPOU
IBWFBTFBIFSFBOZNPSF wTBJEBNBOEJTFNCBSLJOHBU"SBMTLTUSBJOTUBUJPO#FIJOEIJNBIVHFNVSBM
TIPXTIPXUIFQFPQMFPG"SBMTLQSPWJEFEmTIGPSBIVOHSZOBUJPOPO#PMTIFWJLMFBEFS7MBEJNJS-FOJOT
SFRVFTU
ɨF"SBM4FB XIJDITUSBEEMFTUIFGPSNFS4PWJFU$FOUSBM"TJBOSFQVCMJDTPG6[CFLJTUBOBOE,B[BLITUBO 
JTEZJOH"OEUIFGPSNFSmTIJOHQPSUPG"SBMTLJTGBEJOHBMPOHXJUIJU
ɨFXBUFSUIJSTUZSFHJPOIBTUXPHSFBUSJWFST UIF4ZS%BSZBBOEUIF"NV%BSZB XIJDIVTFEUPGFFEUIF
"SBM4FB#VUJOUIFT4PWJFUQMBOOFSTCVJMUBOFUXPSLPGJSSJHBUJPODBOBMTUPEJWFSUUIFJSXBUFSTJOUP
DPUUPOmFMETJO6[CFLJTUBOBOE5VSLNFOJTUBO TUBSWJOHUIFTFBPGJUTMJGFCMPPE/PXBNFSFUSJDLMF
SFBDIFTUIFTFB BOEUIFXBUFSUIBUEPFTJTDPOUBNJOBUFECZUIFSFTJEVFTPGQFTUJDJEFT GFSUJMJTFSTBOE
EFGPMJBOUTVTFEPOUIFDPUUPOmFMET
%ZJOH4FB#MFFET5PXO%SZ
0ODFUIFXPSMETGPVSUIMBSHFTUMBLF UIF"SBMIBTTISVOLTPNVDIUIBUJUIBTOPXTQMJUJOUPUXPTFQBSBUF
CPEJFTPGXBUFSUIFOPSUIFSOPSAMJUUMF"SBM4FBBOEBMBSHFSTPVUIFSOCPEZ


7KH$UDO6HD &HQWUDO$VLD

i8FEJEOUSFBMJTFXIBUXBTIBQQFOJOHBUmSTU wTBJEMPDBMSFTJEFOU(VM[IJLIBO"CEVMHB[JZFWB"TB
DMBOHJOHNFUBMMJDOPJTFFDIPFEBDSPTTUIFQPSUUVSOFEEVTUCPXM TIFTJHIFEBOETBJEiɨBUVTFEUPCF
BSFQBJSTIPQGPSCBSHFTBOECPBUT/PXUIFZPOMZmYDBSTw
*UJTOPUPOMZUIFmTIJOHBOETIJQQJOHJOEVTUSJFTUIBUIBWFTVĊFSFEGSPNUIFTFBTEJTBQQFBSBODF5FYUJMF
BOEFMFDUSPOJDTGBDUPSJFTMJFFNQUZBOEUIFUPXONJMMEPFTOPUXPSLBOZNPSF%FTFSUJmDBUJPOBOEIJHI
TBMUMFWFMTBSFEBNBHJOHBHSJDVMUVSF
ɨFUPXOPG"SBMTLJTIPNFUPBSPVOE QFPQMFBOEUIF"SBMTLSFHJPOBSPVOE *UIBTPOF
PGUIFIJHIFTUVOFNQMPZNFOUMFWFMTJO,B[BLITUBOi8FIBWFMPUTBOEMPUTPGVOFNQMPZNFOUIFSF*
NZTFMGTBUGPSUISFFZFBSTXJUIPVUXPSL w(VM[IJLIBOTBJE4IFOPXEPFTTPNFXPSLBUUIFUPXOTUJOZ 
QSJWBUFHVFTUIPVTFi#VUXFIBWFWFSZGFXFOUSFQSFOFVSTMJLF UIFIPUFMCPTT *GXFIBENPSFNBZCF
XFXPVMEIBWFMFTTVOFNQMPZNFOUw
)FBMUI1SPCMFNT
ɨF6OJUFE/BUJPOT%FWFMPQNFOU1SPHSBNNF 6/%1 IBTCFFOSVOOJOHBO"SBM4FB1SPHSBNNFTJODF
*UGPDVTFTNBJOMZPOXBUFSSFTPVSDFTNBOBHFNFOU TNBMMCVTJOFTTEFWFMPQNFOU IVNBOJUBSJBO
BTTJTUBODFBOEBTPDJBMBOEIFBMUIQSPHSBNNF
'PS UIF FDPMPHJDBMEJTBTUFSPGUIFEZJOHTFBIBTCSPVHIUDMJNBUFDIBOHFDPMEFSXJOUFSTBOEIPUUFS
TVNNFSTUPUIFSFHJPOBOEBIPTUPGBTTPDJBUFEIFBMUIQSPCMFNT6/%1TBZTBOBFNJBJOXPNFO 
UVCFSDVMPTJTBOEIJHIJOGBOUNPSUBMJUZBSFBNPOHUIFNBKPSIFBMUIJTTVFT*ODJEFODFTPGDBODFSBOE
SFTQJSBUPSZEJTFBTFTIBWFBMTPSJTFO
i8FIBWFMPUTPGIFBMUIQSPCMFNTOPXCFDBVTFPGUIFFDPMPHJDBMTJUVBUJPOEFGPSNFELJETBSFCPSO w
(VM[IJLIBOTBJE
"OEFWFSZPOFZPVNFFUJO"SBMTLXBSOTPGSJTJOHDSJNFCMBNFEPOVOFNQMPZNFOU
"SBMTLTNVTFVNJTMJLFBOPCJUVBSZUPUIFUPXOTGPSNFSMJWFMJIPPE$VSBUPS3ZTCFL"LJNPWQSPVEMZ
TIPXTPĊUIFTFBTIFMMGPTTJMTBOEmTIUFFUITUBDLFEJOHMBTTDBTFTBOEFOPSNPVTQJDLMFEmTITUBSFPVU
PGKBST
i0ODFVQPOBUJNFQFPQMFBMMPWFSUIF4PWJFU6OJPOCPVHIUPVSmTIɨFZXFSFWFSZUBTUZmTIFWFO
UIPVHIJUXBTBTNBMMTFB wIFTBJEXJTUGVMMZ
4FSHFJ4PLPMPW 6/%1OBUJPOBMQSPKFDUNBOBHFSJO"SBMTL TBZTJUJTOPXBSPVOELJMPNFUSFT 
NJMFT GSPN"SBMTLUPUIFTFB
4PVSDF1MBOFU"SL3FVUFST8PSME&OWJSPONFOU/FXT4FSWJDF IUUQXXXQMBOFUBSLDPNEBJMZOFXTTUPSZDGN
OFXTJETUPSZIUN
#Z5BSB'JU[(FSBME 
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3FBEJOH"SBM4FBQPJTPOEVTUEBOHFS
3FTFBSDIFSTIBWFEJTDPWFSFEUIBUDPOUBNJOBUFEEVTUGSPNUIF"SBM4FBIBTCMPXOIVOESFETPGLJMPNFUSFT
BDSPTT$FOUSBM"TJB SBJTJOHOFXDPODFSOTBCPVUUIFDPOTFRVFODFTGPSIVNBOIFBMUIɨFTUVEZ CZB
UFBNGSPNUIF6, GPVOEUIBUTPNFPGUIFIJHIFTUEFQPTJUTGSPNUIFPME"SBMTFBCFEBSFJOTPVUIFSO
5VSLNFOJTUBO GBSBXBZGSPNUIFFQJDFOUSFPGXIBUTCFFOEFTDSJCFEBTUIFXPSMETXPSTUNBONBEF
FOWJSPONFOUBMEJTBTUFS
ɨFSFTFBSDIFSTGSPN/PUUJOHIBN6OJWFSTJUZTBZUIFEFWBTUBUJOHJNQBDUPOIVNBOIFBMUIOFFETUPCF
VSHFOUMZBTTFTTFE
'PSZFBSTOPX QFPQMFMJWJOHBSPVOEUIF"SBM4FBIBWFCFFOTVĊFSJOHGSPNUIFUPYJDDPDLUBJMPGQFTUJDJEFT
BOETBMUTUIBUCMPXPĊUIFPMETFBCFE
ɨF"SBMVTFEUPCFUIFGPVSUIMBSHFTUJOMBOETFBJOUIFXPSME CVUUIF4PWJFUTTJQIPOFEPĊUIFXBUFST
UIBUGFFEJUUPJSSJHBUFUIFWBTUDPUUPOmFMETPG$FOUSBM"TJB"TBSFTVMU UIF"SBM4FBTISBOLCZBMNPTU
IBMG MFBWJOHBUPYJDXBTUFMBOEUIBUIBTCMJHIUFEUIFMBOEBOEJUTQFPQMF
'PSUIFmSTUUJNF UIJTOFXTUVEZTIPXTKVTUIPXXJEFUIFBSFBJTPGUIPTFBĊFDUFECZUIFQPMMVUFEEVTU
UIBUOPXCMPXTPĊUIFPMETFBCFEBOEIPXEFBEMZBSFUIFQFTUJDJEFTBOETBMUTUIFZDBSSZ
)FBMUIDPODFSOT
ɨFSFTFBSDIFSTDPMMFDUFEEVTUTBNQMFTGSPNBTGBSBXBZBT5VSLNFOJTUBOTCPSEFSXJUI"GHIBOJTUBO 
IVOESFETPGLJMPNFUSFTUPUIFTPVUI"OEXPSSZJOHMZ JUXBTJOUIFBSFBTGVSUIFTUBXBZUIBUUIFZGPVOE
UIFIJHIFTUDPODFOUSBUJPOTPGEVTU
*BO4NBMM UIFEJSFDUPSPG.FEFDJOT4BOT'SPOUJFSFTJO6[CFLJTUBO TBJEiɨFSFHJPOIBTPOFPGUIF
IJHIFTU SBUFT PG BDVUF SFTQJSBUPSZ JOGFDUJPOT JO UIF XPSME  *UT FTUJNBUFE UIBU  JG BOE XIFO UIF TFB
DPNQMFUFMZESJFTVQ UIFSFXJMMCFCJMMJPOUPOOFTPGTBMUMJCFSBUFEJOUPUIFFOWJSPONFOU4PDMFBSMZ 
UIFQSPCMFNJTHFUUJOHXPSTFBOEXFOFFEUPEFUFSNJOFXIBUJTUIFIVNBOIFBMUIFĊFDUw
"MSFBEZJUIBTCFFOTVHHFTUFEUIBUUIFUPYJDEVTUGSPNUIF"SBMIBTCFFODBSSJFEBTGBSBTUIF)JNBMBZBT
BOE#FMBSVT
ɨFSFBSFBMTPDPODFSOTUIBUUIFIJHITBMUDPOUFOUJTDPOUSJCVUJOHUPUIFNFMUJOHPGHMBDJFSTIJHIJO
UIF1BNJS.PVOUBJOT XIFSF$FOUSBM"TJBNFFUT"GHIBOJTUBOBOEGSPNXIFSFUIFSJWFSTUIBUGFFEUIF
"SBM4FBnPX
4PVSDF##$/FXT0OMJOF IUUQOFXTCCDDPVLIJXPSMEBTJBQBDJmDTUN
#Z$FOUSBM"TJB$PSSFTQPOEFOU-PVJTF)JEBMHP 



7KH$UDO6HD &HQWUDO$VLD
/BNF

ɧF"SBM4FBJOUIF/FXT
$PNQSFIFOTJPO&YFSDJTFT

  8IBU XBT UIF NBJO JOEVTUSZ PG UIF UPXO PG "SBMTL  ZFBST BHP   8IBU JT UIF NBJO JOEVTUSZ
UPEBZ

  )PXIBWFDJUJ[FOTJO"SBMTLBEBQUFEUPUIFDIBOHFTCSPVHIUBCPVUCZUIFTISJOLJOHPGUIFTFB

  8IBUTPSUPGIFBMUIQSPCMFNTBSFQFPQMFGBDJOHJOUIFSFHJPO

  )PXNBOZDPVOUSJFTBSFBĊFDUFECZUIFDIBOHFTJOUIF"SBM4FB

  8IZBSFJOUFSOBUJPOBMPSHBOJ[BUJPOTJOUFSFTUFEJOXPSLJOHJOUIFBSFB



7KH$UDO6HD &HQWUDO$VLD

'JTIPS$PUUPO 3PMF1MBZJOH"DUJWJUZ
%JWJEFUIFDMBTTJOUPHSPVQTBOEBTTJHOFBDIHSPVQPOFPGUIFGPMMPXJOHDBSET)BWFUIFTUVEFOUT
EJTDVTTUIFJSQPJOUPGWJFXXJUIJOUIFJSHSPVQTBOEUIFOQSFQBSFBTUBUFNFOUSFHBSEJOHUIF
JNQPSUBODFPGUIFJSTJUVBUJPOUPQSFTFOUUPUIFDMBTT



3PMF1MBZJOH$BSET
:PVBSFBO6[CFL
HPWFSONFOUPċDJBM

:PVBSFBDJUJ[FOMJWJOHJO"SBMTL

ɨFFYQPSUPGDPUUPOJTWFSZ
JNQPSUBOUUPZPVSDPVOUSZ)JHIFS
FYQPSUTCSJOHJONPSFNPOFZ 
XIJDINFBOTBIJHIFSTUBOEBSEPG
MJWJOHGPSZPVSDJUJ[FOT*SSJHBUJPO
PGUIFDPUUPOmFMETJTFTTFOUJBMJO
PSEFSUPLFFQVQZPVSQSPEVDUJPO
MFWFMT

:PVSGBNJMZVTFEUPCFmTIFSNFO 
CVUZPVSUPXOJTOPXNJMFTGSPN
UIFTFB:PVWFXPSLFEBUPEEKPCT 
CVUIBWFOUIBEBHPPEQBZJOHKPC
JOZFBST:PVWFIFBSEUIBUUIF
$BTQJBO4FBJTSJTJOHXIZOPU
SFEJSFDUUIBUXBUFSUPUIF"SBMTPUIF
TFBDPVMECFSFTUPDLFEXJUImTI

:PVBSFBDPUUPOGBSNFS
JO,B[BLITUBO

:PVBSFBEPDUPSJO
,BSBLBMQBLTUBO

*OSFDFOUZFBSTZPVWFTFFONPSF
ɨFTPJMJOZPVSmFMEJTOPUWFSZ
BOENPSFDBTFTPGBOFNJB DBODFS  HPPE BOEUPFOTVSFBHPPEDSPQPG
DPUUPO ZPVOFFEUPFOSJDIJUXJUI
BOESFTQJSBUPSZJOGFDUJPOT:PV
TVTQFDUUIFUPYJDEVTUCMPXJOHGSPN GFSUJMJ[FS:PVSGBNJMZEFQFOETPO
UIFTFBCFEJTDBVTJOHUIFQSPCMFNT UIFDPUUPODSPQGPSJUTMJWFMJIPPE
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'VSUIFS*OGPSNBUJPOPOUIF"SBM4FB
-BLF/FUJTBHMPCBMOFUXPSLPGQFPQMFBOEPSHBOJ[BUJPOTJONPSFUIBODPVOUSJFTEFEJDBUFEUPUIF
DPOTFSWBUJPOBOETVTUBJOBCMFEFWFMPQNFOUPGMBLFFDPTZTUFNTIUUQXXXXPSMEMBLFTPSHMBLFEFUBJMT
BTQ MBLFJE
ɨF8BUFS1BHFJTBOJOEFQFOEFOUJOJUJBUJWFEFEJDBUFEUPUIFQSPNPUJPOPGTVTUBJOBCMFXBUFS
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GRADE LEVEL: K-12

•

•
Water lessons from
National Geographic

•

Key Concepts
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

seas
ocean
Sea Levels
climate change
Aral Sea
region

•

What happened to the Aral Sea
•
Your Mission
The Aral Sea is in trouble, as are the people
who live nearby. Help figure out why people
in the Aral Sea region have so many
complaints.
Briefing
The Aral Sea, located in the former Soviet
Union (today's Kazakhstan and Uzbekistan)
has shrunk by more than 60% in over 30
years! Look at these satellite images of the
sea to see how much it has changed.

What would it be like to live near the Aral
Sea? Below are some things the local people
might say about their experiences since the
sea began to shrink. Read the quotes, and
match them up with the causes above. Each
quote can be matched to more than one cause.
When you're finished, you will be able to help
the people of the Aral Sea region figure out
why they are having so many problems.

What happened to the Aral Sea? The Aral Sea
region is big cotton farming country. The
Amu Darya and Syr Darya rivers flow
through cotton farmland into the sea. In the
1950s, the Soviet government decided to
divert some of the water from these rivers to
irrigate the cotton fields. As more water was
diverted for agriculture, less and less river
water flowed into the sea.

"I live in the town of Nukus. My father and
grandfather were fishermen in this town, but
as you can see, the boats are now sitting in the
middle of a desert."

Changes to one part of a region often lead to
other changes. Here are some of the results of
the shrinking of the Aral Sea:
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As water has been drained from the
rivers for cotton farming, the sea's
water has become much saltier.
As more water has been taken from
the rivers, the sea's water level has
decreased by over 60%.
Drinking water supplies have
dwindled, and the water is
contaminated with pesticides and
other agricultural chemicals as well as
bacteria and viruses.
The farms in the area use some highly
toxic pesticides and other harmful
chemicals. For decades, these
chemicals have been deposited into
the Aral Sea. When the wind blows
across the dried-up sea, it carries dust
containing these toxic chemicals.
Lakes and seas tend to have a
moderating effect on the climate. In
other words, the land right next to a
body of water tends to be warmer in
the winter and cooler in the summer
than land that's not near the water. As
the Aral Sea has lost water, the climate
has become more extreme.

"I am 30 years old. Last year, I started having
trouble breathing, and I always have a bad
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cough. I live 20 miles downwind of the Aral
Sea."

GRADE LEVEL: 6-12

Also discuss the importance of having a clean
drinking water supply. Inform your children
or work with them to find out where your
local drinking water comes from. Then help
them brainstorm ways that they and other
people in the community can help keep the
water supply safe and clean.

"I am a fisherman, but these days there's not
much money in fishing. The fish who used to
live in the Aral Sea don't seem to like the
water conditions any more, and they're dying
out quickly. Perhaps we should reintroduce
some saltwater fish into the sea."
"I can't believe I have to wear so many layers
of clothes these days! I guess I'll have to knit
a new sweater, if I can get some wool."
"I am a doctor in the town of Muynak. In the
past decade, I've treated many people with
throat cancer, diseases caused by
microorganisms, and other serious
conditions."
FAM I LY- X F I LE S
Younger Xpeditioners: Think of a lake or
another body of water near your home. What
do you think would happen if the water level
started to go down? How might it affect
people, animals, and plants? In what ways
might your town or region look different?
Older Xpeditioners: Imagine you have been
sent to the Aral Sea as a specialist to help
solve the problems there. Describe the major
problems you would be tackling, and
brainstorm the things you could suggest to
help the situation.
Parents: Discuss with your children the
problem of water scarcity. Is water plentiful
in your region or are there water-related
conservation issues? Explain that, since water
is essential for life but is not abundant
everywhere, people sometimes argue or even
fight over rights to water. For example, the
dry western states are currently trying to
figure out how they are going to provide
water for all the new people who are moving
there.
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Materials Required:
•
Computer with Internet access
•
Wall map of the world
•
Measuring cups
•
Measuring spoons
•
Salt
•
Shallow bowls (preferably colored
ones so students can observe salt after
water evaporates)
Objectives:
Students will
•
conduct an experiment to see whether
salt evaporates with water;
•
hypothesize what might happen to
people, animals, and plants living near
a shrinking sea;
•
compare satellite images of the Aral
Sea from 1973 and 1999;
•
do the Aral Sea family activity,
matching problems in the Aral Sea
region with people's statements about
these problems;
•
discuss changes that are occurring in
the Aral Sea region; and
•
draw pictures depicting the lives of
people in the Aral Sea region before
and after the sea began to shrink.
Geographic Skills:

Lesson 2 The Aral Sea - Then and Now

Key Concepts
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Evaporated Sea
evaporation
Salt Deposit
Aral Sea Region
Saltwater
water
Physical Environment
Environmental Issue
Aral Sea
Inland Sea
Shrinking Sea

Grades 3-5
Overview:
The shrinking of Asia's Aral Sea has led to a
number of problems for people in the region.
This lesson asks students to consider what
happens when a sea shrinks and to compare
pictures of the Aral Sea at different times.
They will conclude by pretending to be
residents of the Aral Sea region, drawing
"before" and "after" pictures of how changes
to the sea have affected their lives.
Connections to the Curriculum:
Geography, earth science, environmental
studies
Connections to the National Geography
Standards:
Standard 14: "How human actions modify the
physical environment"
Standard 15: "How physical systems affect
human systems"
Time:
Two hours (not including observing the
evaporation experiment for one week)
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Acquiring Geographic Information
Organizing Geographic Information
Analyzing Geographic Information
Suggested Procedure
Opening:
Begin the lesson by conducting a simple
evaporation experiment. Have students place
two tablespoons (30 ml) of salt into a
measuring cup and then add warm water until
the water level is at one cup (240 ml). They
should stir until the salt is completely
dissolved. Have them pour the mixture into a
shallow bowl, and ask them to imagine that
they have created an inland sea. [Note: Real
seas do not have nearly this much salt in
relation to water, but the exaggeration in this
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experiment will help students see the results
more clearly.]
Have students place their "seas" near a
window, if possible, and look at the water
level every day for one week. Ask them to
record the changes to the water's appearance.

•

Looking at the 1973 photo, imagine
that this part of the sea looks like a
dog (with ears at the top and an
upraised paw). What has happened to
the "dog's" head in the 1999 photo?
Why would this have happened?
•
What other things do you notice in the
1999 image to suggest that the sea has
become smaller?
Have students complete the Aral Sea activity
and read the briefing information to learn
more about how the Aral Sea has changed and
how it affects the people who live near it.
They should record their answers to the
matching activity on their own paper. Before
they go through this activity, point out that
increased salinity is just one of the problems
the Aral Sea is facing; they will see this as
they do the activity.

Development:
Ask students what their experiments show
might occur if the water level in a real sea
were to gradually drop. They should
understand that the salt doesn't evaporate with
the water. Some of the salt is deposited on the
ground around the perimeter of the
evaporated sea, some settles on the bottom,
and much remains in the water.
Ask students to explain what they think might
happen to people, animals, and plants that
depend on a sea that is shrinking. How would
a reduction of the water level affect people's
ability to drink, bathe, and irrigate their
farms? How would people, animals, and
plants like the saltier water?

Closing:
Discuss students' answers to the matching
activity on the Aral Sea activity. Then review
what students have learned by discussing the
following questions:
•
Why has the water become more and
more salty?
•
Why are more people getting sick?
•
How is the climate changing?
•
What has happened to the fishing
industry, and why?
Suggested Student Assessment:
Ask students to pretend that they are older
and have lived near the Aral Sea for at least
30 years. Have them draw two pictures—one
depicting their lives before water was
diverted from the sea, and the other showing
what their lives are like today.
Have students look at their drawings and
consider the things they have learned in this
lesson. Ask them to write paragraphs
answering the question "What are some of the
reasons that it's a good idea to take care of
seas, lakes, and rivers?"

Introduce students to the Aral Sea by pointing
out its location on a world map (between
Kazakhstan and Uzbekistan in the former
Soviet Union). Explain that the Aral Sea has
shrunk by more than 60 percent in over 30
years because water flowing into the sea has
been diverted for cotton farming. As residents
there have discovered, when salt water is
removed from its original area (through
evaporation or diversion), it leaves salty
deposits and the water itself becomes more
salty.
Have students look at satellite images of the
Aral Sea. Ask them to view the images for
1973 and 1999, making sure they view from
the six-mile range (the small box on the lower
left will say "24 mi"). Ask them to compare
what they see in the two images and answer
these questions:
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Extending the Lesson:
Ask students to imagine that a body of water
near them, such as a lake or river, is
shrinking. Have them script and stage a play
portraying what people in their community
might say and do about this situation. Their
characters can include schoolchildren,
parents, local politicians, local
businesspeople, animals (or people who work
to protect animals), and other individuals who
might be affected by this situation.
Related Links:
http://earthshots.usgs.gov/Aral/Aral
The Water Cycle at Work - Lesson on ground
and surface water EPA

GRADE LEVEL: K-12

The resources are also available at the top of
the page.
Images
•
Water Cycle
Interactives
•

National Geographic Education:
MapMaker Interactive

Maps
•

NG MapMaker Interactive: Population
Density—World
Required Technology
•
•

Internet Access: Required
Tech Setup: 1 computer per
classroom, Projector
Physical Space

Lesson 3 - Earth’s water cycle

Key Concepts
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
•
•
•
•

•
Classroom
Grouping

water cycle
ocean
precipitation
evaporation
condensation
Directions
Objectives
Preparation
Background & Vocabulary

•

Large-group instruction

Directions
Tips & Modifications
◀▶
1 of 1

What You’ll Need

Modification

Materials You Provide

Pre-teach some of the vocabulary—including
evaporation, condensation, and precipitation
—to help students, especially English
language learners, identify words, place them
in context, and remember them.

•
Chart paper
•
Markers
•
Pencils
•
Transparent tape
•
Writing paper
Resources Provided
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1. Discuss how much water the ocean
contains.
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Display the MapMaker Interactive and make
sure students can all identify which areas are
land and which are ocean. Ask: Does the
Earth have more land, or more ocean?
Students should notice that there is more
ocean than land. Explain that the ocean
covers almost three-quarters of Earth’s
surface and is very deep. It contains almost all
the water on Earth—about 97%. That’s a lot
of water!

clouds move with the winds. Have one
student draw an area next to the ocean
representing land, and have another
draw an arrow showing the cloud
moving over the land. Explain that as
the water drops in clouds get cooler
and heavier, they fall to Earth as rain
—or, if it’s very cold, as sleet, hail, or
snow. Explain that this is called
precipitation and add that label. Have
students draw different forms of
precipitation falling from the cloud.
Discuss what happens to rain and snow on
Earth. Most falls back into the ocean. Some
falls into rivers that flow into the ocean. Some
falls on land, sinks into the ground, and drains
slowly back into the ocean. It may take
thousands of years, but eventually all water
returns to the ocean. Have students draw a
river emptying into the ocean and water
sinking underground and draining into the
ocean. Tell students their illustration of the
water cycle is now complete. Project the
USGS water cycle diagram and have the class
compare the two and add additional details to
their illustration, if needed.

2. Introduce the water cycle.
Ask: Do you think all that water stays in the
ocean? Where do you think rain comes from?
After students' share their ideas, explain that
they are going to draw an illustration that
shows how Earth’s water is always on the
move in a kind of circle called the water
cycle.
3. Have the class draw the water cycle as
they learn about its three stages.
Tape a large sheet of chart paper to the board.
Have one student use a marker to draw the
ocean. Have another student draw the sun
shining above.
•

•

•

Stage 1: Evaporation—Explain that
the sun heating up the ocean causes
tiny drops of water to rise into the air
and turn from a liquid into a gas called
water vapor. This process is called
evaporation. Have a student illustrate
this, draw an arrow representing water
evaporating, and label it.
Stage 2: Condensation—Explain that
as water vapor rises higher, the air
gets cooler. This causes the gas to turn
back into water drops, which form
clouds. Have a student draw a cloud
over the ocean. Explain that this
process is called condensation, and
add that label.
Stage 3: Precipitation—Ask: Do
clouds stay in one place? When
students answer no, explain that
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4. Ask students to make connections to
their location.
Have students personalize the water cycle by
connecting it to where they live. Project the
provided MapMaker Interactive: World—
Population Density. Zoom in on your city or
town. Slowly zoom out and have students
look for nearby mountains, lakes, and rivers.
Have students explain how these features
connect to the nearest ocean. Point out to
students how most large cities are located
near sources of water, and explain that
humans have historically settled near water
sources.
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Extending the Learning

5. Have students work independently to
each write a story about one water drop’s
journey.
Tell students that they are now going to write
a story about the experiences of one water
drop as it travels through the water cycle.
Have them write from the drop’s point of
view. You may want to assign students water
drops that began their journeys in different
places, such as a puddle on a farm, a
mountain lake, a stream in a meadow, or a
large ocean. Encourage students to use what
they just learned, as well as their
imaginations, to tell an interesting story. To
spark imaginations, prompt students with
these questions:
•
•
•
•

•
•

Conduct a simple science experiment so
students can see firsthand how water
evaporates, condenses, and precipitates. Fill a
plastic cup halfway with water, place it inside
a re-sealable plastic bag, close the bag, and
set it on a sunny windowsill. Ask students to
imagine that the water in the cup is the ocean,
and have them check it daily to observe what
happens. As students make observations,
connect their observations to the processes of
evaporation, condensation, and precipitation.
Explain to students that each day the water
level gets lower as water evaporates. The top
of the bag gets cloudy as water condenses.
And eventually water drops appear on the
side of the bag and at the bottom as the water
precipitates.

Where did the water drop go on its
journey?
What did it see? What adventures did
the drop have?
How did it feel at different times?
Did the drop meet any plants, animals,
or people? If so, how did the water
drop help them?
How long did the drop’s trip take?
Where does the water drop want to go
on its next journey?

Background Information
Our ocean contains 97% of the Earth's water,
most of which has been on Earth since the
ocean formed more than four billion years
ago. This water is in constant motion—
evaporating into the air, condensing and
precipitating onto land or water, and traveling
back to the ocean where the never-ending
water cycle begins again. Understanding the
water cycle and the ocean’s role in it can help
increase students' appreciation for the planet’s
ocean.

6. Discuss students' stories and the
importance of oceans.
Invite volunteers to share some of the
adventures they wrote about in their stories.
Ask: Why are oceans important? Discuss how
they are not only the source of most of the
water we use, but also a place where many
animals live. If we want to keep our planet
healthy, we must take good care of the
oceans.

Prior Knowledge
•

Informal Assessment

None

Subjects & Disciplines

Assess students' comprehension by evaluating
the stories students wrote and their discussion
contributions afterward.
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•

	


Geography
Physical Geography
◦
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•
•

Language Arts
Storytelling
◦
Writing (composition)
◦
Science
General science
◦
Oceanography
◦

GRADE LEVEL: 6-12

•

Creating
◦
Remembering
◦
Understanding
◦
Geographic Skills
Organizing Geographic
◦
Information

Learning Objectives
Connections to National Standards

Students will be able to:
•
•

•
•
•

IRA/NCTE Standards for the English
Language Arts

state that most of the Earth’s water is
in the ocean
describe how drops of water move in
an ongoing cycle through the
processes of evaporation,
condensation, and precipitation
list some ways in which humans
benefit from the water cycle
explain why humans have tended to
settle near sources of water
express a desire to help preserve the
ocean and its water

• Standard 12:
Students use spoken, written, and visual
language to accomplish their own purposes
(e.g., for learning, enjoyment, persuasion, and
the exchange of information).
National Council for Social Studies
Curriculum Standards
• Theme 7:
Production, Distribution, and Consumption
National Geography Standards

Teaching Approach
•

Learning-for-use

• Standard 1:
How to use maps and other geographic
representations, geospatial technologies, and
spatial thinking to understand and
communicate information
• Standard 3:
How to analyze the spatial organization of
people, places, and environments on Earth's
surface
National Science Education Standards

Teaching Methods
•
•
•
•

Brainstorming
Discovery learning
Discussions
Writing

Skills Summary
This activity targets the following skills:
•

•

• (5-8) Standard B-1:
Properties and changes of properties in matter
• (K-4) Standard D-1:
Properties of earth materials
• (K-4) Standard D-2:
Objects in the sky
• (K-4) Standard D-3:
Changes in earth and sky

21st Century Skills
Information, Media, and
◦
Technology Skills
Information Literacy
■
Learning and Innovation Skills
◦
Creativity and
■
Innovation
Critical Thinking Skills
Analyzing
◦
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•

noun
large body of salt water that covers most of
the Earth.

None

Vocabulary

GRADE LEVEL: K-12

Encyclopedic Entry: ocean
precipitation

▼Term
▼Part of Speech
Definition
▼Encyclopedic Entry

noun
all forms in which water falls to Earth from
the atmosphere.

cloud

Encyclopedic Entry: precipitation
vapor

noun
visible mass of tiny water droplets or ice
crystals in Earth's atmosphere.
Encyclopedic Entry: cloud
condensation

noun
visible liquid suspended in the air, such as
fog.

noun
process by which water vapor becomes liquid.

water cycle

Encyclopedic Entry: condensation
evaporation

noun
movement of water between atmosphere,
land, and ocean.

noun
process by which liquid water becomes water
vapor.

Encyclopedic Entry: water cycle

Encyclopedic Entry: evaporation
gas

Websites

For Further Exploration

•

noun
state of matter with no fixed shape that will
fill any container uniformly. Gas molecules
are in constant, random motion.

•
•

National Geographic Kids: Green
Scene—I Am the Ocean
National Geographic Environment:
The Ocean
NOAA: Water Cycle

liquid
noun
state of matter with no fixed shape and
molecules that remain loosely bound with
each other.
ocean
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The amount of water flowing through the Amazon Basin varies from month-to-month, and
can be monitored from space by looking at how it alters the Earth’s gravity field. This series
of images was produced using data from NASA’s Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment
(GRACE) and shows month-by-month water mass changes (relative to a 3-year average) over
the Amazon and neighboring regions. Oranges, reds, and pinks show where gravity is lower than
average; greens, blues, and purples show where gravity is higher than average. The Amazon has
distinct rainy and dry seasons, and the seasons show up clearly in the monthly maps. Notice
also that the smaller Orinoco Basin to the north of the Amazon has a distinctly different seasonal
pattern. (Image credit: University of Texas Center for Space Research)

www.nasa.gov

National Aeronautics and Space Administration

SCIENCE SERVING SOCIETY: WATER MANAGEMENT
Overview of the Program
At present, an array of Earth observing satellites are in orbit, and additional
launches both by NASA and others will continue throughout the next decade.
Our ability to observe our home planet from space has never been greater.
Increasingly, studies of the Earth focus on understanding the Earth’s land,
atmosphere, oceans, and life as a whole integrated system rather than as
individual independent elements. NASA is an important contributor in this
systems approach to Earth science studies.
In addition to providing Earth observing capabilities, NASA forms strategic
partnerships with other government, academic, private, and international
organizations. Through these partnerships, NASA’s Earth science observations
and measurements are linked to practical applications. NASA data, information,
and predictive models help NASA’s partners, and nontraditional users of
Earth science, make timely and accurate decisions regarding management
of resources and development of policy. The agency’s goal is to maximize the
benefit of science and technology to stakeholders by smoothly flowing Earth
science data and information from NASA satellites to society.

Water Management
The Earth is easily distinguishable from other planets in our solar system
by the abundance of water on its surface. Water covers approximately
70% of our world’s surface, so it would seem that finding enough water
suitable for human consumption, commerce, and ecosystems is a
trivial task. However, only 2.5% of the Earth’s water is fresh and, of that
amount, more than two-thirds is locked away in glaciers and polar ice
caps and is not available for use by society. Therefore, fresh water is
actually a limited resource, and increased demand from an ever-growing
population threatens to deplete precious water resources.
Not only is having water in sufficient quantity a concern, but there is also
a need to ensure the quality of the available water supply. The nation
must protect the quality of water flowing above ground in oceans, lakes,
rivers, and streams, as well as water stored deep beneath the surface in
aquifers. Decision makers need accurate and dependable information on
water availability (e.g., from surface reservoirs, snowpack, underground
aquifers, etc.) and on water quality to help them respond to the needs of
society.
The water management program element in the Applied Sciences
Program of the Earth Science Division in NASA’s Science Mission
Directorate responds to society’s need for accurate information on fresh
water availability and quality. It extends products that result from NASA’s
Earth science research models, technology, etc., into tools that decision
makers can use to help with water management issues such as:
• Estimating water storage—e.g., snowpack, soil moisture,
aquifers, lakes.
• Assessing, modeling and predicting water fluxes—e.g., evapotranspiration, precipitation, river runoff.
• Remote sensing of water quality—e.g., turbidity, dissolved oxygen.

NASA’s Earth observing satellites contribute important environmental
information concerning the availability of fresh water. The Moderate
Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) and Clouds and the
Earth’s Radiant Energy System (CERES) instruments on the Terra and
Aqua satellites are helping to refine our estimates of the Earth’s surface
energy balance, which helps improve our understanding of evaporation
over the Earth’s surface. The Advanced Microwave Scanning RadiometerEOS (AMSR-E) instrument on Aqua measures surface soil moisture and
snow-liquid water equivalent. This information should help scientists better
understand the processes that affect soil moisture, so that they can be
accurately represented in models.
Data from the Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment (GRACE) helps
scientists monitor changes in water storage over large areas as illustrated
on the front of this lithograph. Gravity changes correspond to mass
changes and scientists can isolate the portion of the total mass change
caused by the movement of water. Hydrologists go a step further and
combine information from GRACE with soil moisture and other data to
isolate changes in groundwater storage, allowing them to monitor monthly
water storage changes in aquifers. The Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission
(TRMM) satellite monitors tropical/subtropical precipitation and provides
important new information on rainfall properties and their variation. The
Global Precipitation Measurement (GPM) mission is planned as a follow-on
to TRMM and will provide much-improved spatial coverage and round-theclock observations of precipitation.
With regard to monitoring the quality of water from space, MODIS is useful
for monitoring water quality in larger lakes, sediments both along the coast
and in larger rivers, and pollutants (e.g., red tide). In addition, the Enhanced
Thematic Mapper Plus (ETM+) on Landsat 7 and the Hyperion instrument
on the Earth Observing-1 satellite obtain visual images of the surface of
the Earth at a higher spatial resolution than MODIS that can be analyzed to
track changes in water quality over time. Future observations, planned as a
continuation of Landsat, should further enhance our ability to monitor water
quality from space.
NASA Earth observing satellites thus provide a unique viewpoint for
collecting information that is useful for water management decision
making. The real value of this information is realized when data collected
by these NASA missions are input into models that simulate the actual
conditions and the results are used to serve society. Incorporating this
information into computer simulations used to aid water management
decision making as described above will lead to improved capability to
predict water availability, protect water quality, and plan water conservation.
NASA partners with Federal agencies such as the Environmental Protection
Agency and the Bureau of Reclamation and with other organizations
that have water management responsibilities and mandates to support
water resource managers. The program also includes activities with
international organizations, particularly through involvement of U.S. partner
organizations.
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